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NTS-360 Series

Absolute Encoding Disk

With absolute encoding disk, you 
can start your work directly as the 
instrument is powered on. Azimuth 
angle will be saved even if the power 
is off incidentally in the job.

Six-line large LCD

Convenient Management on Internal Memory.
Huge capacity of internal memory enables you to easily complement file 
system management, including adding, deleting, modifying and 
transferring data. 

Excellent Functionality

SOUTH total station NTS-360 is embedded with various outstanding 
surveying programs, coupled with functions of data storing and 
parameter setting, which can be widely applied in various kinds of 
professional and construction survey.
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The Road Design Measurement

Besides of ordinary surveying programs, such series of total 
station also has special surveying programs, such as remote 
height measurement, offset measurement, remote distance 
measurement, stake out, resection, area calculation, road 
design and stake-out, etc., which are sufficient to meet the 
needs of profess iona l  measurement and survey ing 
measurement. 
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SD card Function and USB interface

SD card provides huge memory, fast speed 
of data transferring, incredibly flexibility and 
reliable safety. Saving various data of job 
into the SD card, you can easily read it just 
by inserting it into the SD port of your laptop. 
USB interface is the international mainstream 
for PC communication, with it your job must 
be much easier.

Using different main 
board for angle 
measurement and 
distance measurement, 
more simple and 
reasonable structure, 
easy maintaining.

Laser Plummet ( optional)Water and Dust Proof:IP65Different Main Board
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